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be a cool novelty if you two were ever captured, but after your little prank/ambush stunt you both gave me, I don't see
that happening. Plus I don't want to go through the hassle of having to capture you both at the same time... I also have
a feeling you both will try to escape and trick me... So it appears you have rescued one of my hard-working ant's, and
in turn I have rescued one of your local slackers. So, I think we should begin a relationship and embark on a co-
venture, kind of like you are a famous cartoon character and I am your cartoon savior. I will ride my souped-up
skateboard with some of my able-bodied friends, in the hopes that we can save the world and you can finally be
captured. Well, it appears that I have rescued one of your hard-working ant's, and in turn I have rescued one of your
local slackers. So, I think we should begin a relationship and embark on a co-venture, kind of like you are a famous
cartoon character and I am your cartoon savior. I will ride my souped-up skateboard with some of my able-bodied
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me as the Spider-Man of office. I could help you out, but I need to be on MY team. I love the superhero origin
stories... I could help you out, but I need to be on MY team. I love the superhero origin stories... You would be
AMAZING, but once I get home I only have one team
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